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MOT TEST

ENGINE BAY

FRAME WORK

After approx 8 years, S114KRN
our Dennis Dart is ready for a
test It will be sitting a Class 5
test which is for Private buses
that are not for Hire and Reward. 

Preparing a vehicle like a bus for a
test is more than physical, Having it
look good where it matters is also
very important. This is Scott one of
our team painting the beams in the
engine bay making them look fresh.

Before we had to leave the
storage place that we were with,
many months before is when the
true work began as the chassis
and frame were treated in the
worst places. Again making it
look good and fresh.



THE TRUE COST

THE AIM

The true cost of projects is massive
here are some of the costs we have
already taken care of and those that
are to come.
Bus - £800
Insurance - £200 Per Year
Storage - £100 Per Month
Body Panels - £700
MOT £50 to £80
Breakdown £58
They are just some of the costs and
why your membership is important
to us

Once we have managed to get an
MOT we will be doing days out and
moving towards these two
photographs which is what we want
to aim for although we are clearly
going to need to help with
designing some of the graphics



WELDING

MEMBERSHIP

HELPERS

As like an old vehicle that has
been standing there was a fair
amount of welding and touching
up that was required. Although
Jordan and Shaun are not
qualified welders we are able to
repair most things.

We would like to thank those
that have chosen to support our
channel by being members on
various different platforms. 

Those who follow us from the
start might wonder where Kain
our young little helper has gone.
He will be returning shortly once
we are able to have access to the
bus at weekends, Education
comes first for him.



SUPPORT US TOO
Become a member today - We need you

PATREON

YOUTUBE

JOIN THEM

Ben Arme, Jack Oldham Travels,
Ross MacDonald, Joshua Billam,
Daniel Burden, Brain Gaskell,
PowerFantastic, Michael Bevan,
Kenny Dougall, Nathan Holloway,
Stevoj3026

Thomas Ryan, Ashleigh W, Toz,
Daveyatplay, Kevin Bailey Jr,
Bryan Davies, Joshua Billam, AJ
Lamen

If you would like to join these
wonderful people and become
part of history. Please go to
www,Mancbuses,com/Supporting-
us

To find out more.


